FINAL

MINI SEVEN RACING CLUB
BULLETIN #11_2016
RE: CLARIFICATION RE: NUMBERING & DECALS
To all M7RC Members and Associates,
It has been noted that several cars appear to be running without the full display of race numbers
and/or championship decals, as required in the 2016 M7RC Regs and current MSA Yearbook. Checks
will be made at remaining rounds and penalties may be applied if standards are not met. Overall
preparation reflects on the image of the M7RC so please help to maintain the high standard.
Specifically, please note the following:
TR.5.17
TR.5.17.1
TR.5.17.3

NUMBERS & CHAMPIONSHIP IDENTIFICATION:
Both car and Driver must meet the following requirements of livery during all practice, qualifying and races;
Two title sponsor’s number panels and windscreen headers as supplied and unaltered. The door panels
must be placed squarely on the doors and no further back than the front edge of the door handles. The
appropriate windscreen header for the class must be fitted to the top of the front ‘screen…
See current MSA J4.1, J4.1.4, J4.1.5, J4.1.8 and J4 (Drawing 4), and also current MSA Q11.1.
Competitors are reminded that forward-facing competition numbers must also be carried in accordance
with current MSA Regulations.

TR.5.17.4
TR.5.17.4.1

TR.5.17.4.2
TR.5.17.4.3
TR.5.17.4.4
TR5.17.4.6
TR.5.17.4.8
TR.5.17.5

TR.5.17.6

The following sponsors’ decals must be carried on each car (see TR.5.17.4.9 defining ‘side of the car’);
Two DUNLOP / MINI SPARES Title Sponsors / Co-Sponsors’ door number panels and one windscreen
header (see TR.5.17.3). In addition, one MINI SPARES decal each side of the car; one MINI SPARES
decal inside the car and clearly visible when viewed on camera in-car footage;
One A-SERIES SPARES decal each side of the car.
One SPAX decal each side of the car; on front wings for Mini Se7en.
One MINI MAGAZINE decal each side of the car.
One PIPER CAMS decal, forward facing.
One LOVE:MINI decal each side of the car.
Driver’s names:
i) Mini Se7en and Mini Miglia;
Surname only must appear on each rear quarter light window, letters in white without background
(red on white delineated background for Novices), in Helvetica Bold typeface, upper and lower case
(i.e. Mini not MINI). The maximum height for the uppercase letter is 100mm. The letters should be
fitted 30mm from the lower edge of the window
ii) Mini Se7en S-Class and Mini Miglia S-Class;
The same requirements as for TR.5.17.5 i) apply, except the letters are Fluorescent Orange, Pantone
reference: 804C2X
iii) Where two Drivers alternate in the same car, the appropriate names may appear on a Perspex panel
which must be securely fitted to the inside of the rear quarter light windows of the car. Names must not be
defaced with tape etc.
iv) Christian names will only be approved by the Challenge Organisers in cases where more than one
Driver with the same Surname registers for the Challenges.
The M7RC has the right to refuse to accept any livery and order repainting if required standards are not met.

Issued by: Richard Williamson
Dated:
4 July 2016
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The 2016 Dunlop Mini Se7en and Mini Miglia Challenge supported by Mini Spares
MSA Championship Permit No: CH2016/R102

